
Rea Street
Birmingham B5 6HT

Asking price £329,995

I really appreciate the time
you have given me and am
very pleased with you and

your company's
professionalism. - James,

Purchaser

Key Features
• Off Plan Investment • One Bedroom's From

£159,995

• Two Bedroom's From
£219,995

• Three Bedroom's From
£296,995

• Next to Bullring Shopping
Centre

• Completion Q1 2020



Smithfield Square
Rea Street, Digbeth B5
A contemporary selection of 105 one and two bedroom modern and sustainable
luxury city centre apartments. Birmingham Smithfield sits within a part of the
city that continues to experience huge transformation. Major developments,
significant transport infrastructure and vibrant communities are all clustered
within walking distance of the site. In creating Birmingham Smithfield, this
vibrancy and growth will be capitalised on to deliver a dynamic, thriving and
successful destination.
With one bedroom apartments from £159,995, Two bedrooms from £219,995 and
Three bedroom apartments starting from £296,995. Contact Centrick Property on
0121 347 6116 option 1 to reserve your investment.

Smithfield Square
A contemporary selection of 105 one and two bedroom modern and sustainable
luxury city centre apartments. Birmingham Smithfield sits within a part of the
city that continues to experience huge transformation. Major developments,
significant transport infrastructure and vibrant communities are all clustered
within walking distance of the site. In creating Birmingham Smithfield, this
vibrancy and growth will be capitalised on to deliver a dynamic, thriving and
successful destination

Smithfield Square was originally home to Birmingham’s wholesale food markets
which date from 1166. These markets provided the first impetus to the growth
of Birmingham as a commercial town -they are pivotal to the history of the
city. The vision is to harness this great heritage to shape a new uban district,
equipped
with everything aspiring professionals, go-getters, creatives and cultural
devotees will ever need.

Signature Living
Prosperity’s Signature Living brand and trademark design delivers style and
contemporary elegance to every development.
This signature style has been developed and nurtured by a panel of top industry
professionals to produce aspirational city living within a profitable and
sustainable investment vehicle. Signature Living can be instantly recognised
with its distinctive style and character including contemporary open plan living
and dining space with oversized windows (where possible) ensuring maximum
natural light.
Hard wood veneer floors and stainless steel sockets, custom built kitchens,
integral appliances and stylish bathroom suites come as standard, offering
homes with style,
luxury and comfort.


